1. Introduction. In this paper we investigate further a class of compact semigroups S in which each compact simple subsemigroup is a group. We will be especially concerned with properties relating such a semigroup with its convolution semigroup of measures. It has already been shown in the paper numbered [3] that the requirement that each compact simple subsemigroup of S be a group is equivalent to each of (a) the mapping a -> carrier pi is one-one on £(5), the set of idempotents of the measure semigroup S, (b) the carrier of each idempotent in S is a group, and (c) the compact groups of S have the Glicksberg structure (condition (5) of Theorem 1 below). Among the further equivalences introduced here (in §3) are (d) each regular element of S has a unique inverse, and (e) there is a mapping + on E ■ E to S (where E is the set of idempotents of S) satisfying (i) (ef)+efSe for each e,feE, and (ii) e+ = e for each eeE. We call such a mapping a quasi-involution on S. If S admits a quasi-involution we say that S is a quasi-involution semigroup, or that S has q.i. We show (Theorem 4) that S has q.i. if and only if S has q.i. The remainder of §3 is concerned with some relations between the ¿^-class structures of S and of S. For example (Theorem 5) we show that S has q.i. if and only if the carrier mapping is 1-1 modulo .Jf-classes. §4 is devoted to a discussion of some stronger types of involutions motivated by the natural involution of an inverse semigroup.
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2. Definitions. Throughout the paper S will be a compact Hausdorff topological semigroup. The convolution semigroup S of non-negative, regular, normalized, Borel measures on S is known to be a compact Hausdorff topological semigroup if given the weak-* topology (a net p.a in S converges to u e S iff uJJ) -> ¡i(f) for each continuous complex / on S). Further if one defines carrier u (for ueS) as the least closed set in S with u measure 1, then carrier (uv) = (carier u) ■ (carrier v) for each p., v e S. For these and related results concerning S, see [6] . A fact of fundamental importance for us is the following theorem proved in [4] : The carrier H of an idempotent ue S is a compact simple semigroup (i.e., H has no proper ideals) and for each continuous complex fon S, the mapping y-* jf(xy)dp.(x) is constant on each minimal left ideal of H.
An element a of S is regular if ae aSa. An inverse of a is an element b of S satisfying aba = a and bab = b. It is known (and easy to verify) that a is regular if and only if a has an inverse; in fact if a = axa, then xax is an inverse of a. Further if b is an inverse of a, then both ab and ba are idempotents. Green [7] defined in S the equivalence relations ^C and & defined as follows : aï£b iff au Sa = byjSb; aâib iff a u aS = b u bS. He showed that J §? and ai are permutable and hence that their relative product 2 is an equivalence relation: a3>b iff either (and these are equivalent) (1) there exists ceS such that aH?c and cMb or (2) there exists de S such that aStd and di£b. The intersection of I£ andáis denoted by Jf: a3tb iff aMb and a=S?b. For a e S we denote by Ra, La, Da, and Ha the respective ^-, &-, 3-, and Jf-classes to which a belongs. If a is regular then each element of Da is regular. For further information along these lines the reader is referred to [9] ; for general background information on topological semigroups see [10] . We denote by E the set of idempotents of S, and by £(5) the set of idempotents of S. We abbreviate carrier p. by C(p).
3. Quasi-involution semigroups. In his proof of the existence of Haar measure on a compact group, Wendel [11] made use of the existence of the involution p.* if) = J/(x_1) dp(x) on S. He used also the fact that the partial order ^ on S defined by p 2: v iff pv = vu = p is directed when restricted to £(5). Rephrasings of these facts will be found here. Because of the large number of equivalent conditions encountered we find it expedient to include them in several theorems. We state first without proof a portion of the main result of [3] . It is emphasized that S will be henceforth a compact semigroup. Proof. (1) implies (2) . Let a be a regular element. By [9, Corollary 2] a necessary and sufficient condition for a to have a unique inverse is that Lao,E and RaC\E each reduce to a single element. Let e, feLar\E;
then Sa = Se = Sf, so ef = e and fe =/. It follows, using (1) , that e = lim(e/)n = k = lim(/e)n =/, so La n E is a point. Similarly Ra n £ is a point and (2) holds.
(2) implies (3). Let Jî be a compact simple semigroup in S, and let L be a minimal left ideal of H. If e, feLnE, then He = Hf, so e = ef and f =fe. It follows that/ is an inverse for e, so by (2) we conclude that e =/. Hence L has a unique idempotent, and it follows [2] that there is a unique minimal right ideal R. Similarly there is a unique minimal left ideal L, and H = Lr\ R is a group [2] . (3) implies (4). Let T(x) = {x" :n^l}*. It is known that T(x) has a minimal ideal K(x) which is a group, that K(x) is the set of cluster points of {x"}, and T(x) has a unique idempotent [8] . Itiseasy to verify that S(e,/)=r(e)ur(/) U r(e/)ur(/e)ur (/<>/) ur(<?/e), and that S(e,f)nE = {e,f,g =Er\T(ef), h=E r\T(fe), fg = hf, eh = ge). Note further that (ef)"e eS n Sf for each n, so that g e eS n Sf, and eg = g = gf. Similarly fh = h= he. Let K be the kernel of S(e,f). By (3), K is a group with unit u and it is easy to see that up = u = pu for each idempotent p of S(e,f). It is then clear that u is a zero for S(e,f) since it annihilates the generators e and / (4) implies (1) . Let e,feE; we use the notation and facts introduced in the first part of (3) -»■ (4), and consider six cases. Case 1. e = u, the zero of S(e,f). Then (ef)" -* e and (fe)" -» e.
Case 2. f = u ; then (e/)" -►/ and (/e)" ->•/.
Case 3. g = u; then since a is a zero of S(e,/) and g e r(e/), we have (ef)"^g. Hence (/e)n =f(ef)"-1e^fge = g.
Case 4. h =u. This is similar to Case 3.
Case 5. fg = hf = u. Then g = gg = (gf)g = ö(/#) =gu=u, and Case 3 applies.
Case 6. eh = ge = u. This is similar to Case 5, and the proof is complete.
Definition, (a) If e,feE we say that e ^/ if ef =fe = e, i.e., if eefSf. (1) 5 has q.i.
(2) If e and f are idempotents, and g is the idempotent in T(ef) then g^e and g^f.
(3) // e and f are idempotents then there exists an idempotent g such that (eff^g and(fe)"^g.
Proof. (1) implies (2) . Let + be a quasi-involution on S, e,feE, and geEn T(ef). Then, as noted in the proof of (3) implies (4) of Theorem 2, eg = g and gf = g. By (1), g =g+ =(ea)+ egSe and g = g+ =(gf)+ efSg. It follows that g =ge =fg, and hence that eg = g -ge and gf = g =fg. This establishes (2).
(2) implies (3) . Let e,feE; by (2) we have g2 = geT(ef) satisfying a ^ e and g 2;/. Since g annihilates both e and/it follows that g is a zero for Tief), and hence that (eff -g. Then (fe)n =f(ef)"'i e -+fge = g, so (3) holds.
(3) implies (1). Define, for eje £, (e/)+ = lim(e/)" = lim (/<?)". To see that + is well defined, let eufue2,f2eE be such that e^i = e2f2. Then for some geE, limif&y =0 =lim(e1/1)" =lim(e2/2)". It follows from (3) that g = lim(/2e2)", and hence that (ejrf =(e2f2)+, so + is well defined. Now for e,feE, and \\m(ef)n = g =lim(/e)" it is clear that gefS nSe. Finally for eeE,e+ =(ee)+ = lim(ee)" = e, and the proof is complete. The remainder of this section is devoted to establishing relations between S and S. Lemma 1. Let G <=■ S be a compact semigroup. Let G' be the set of all ve S with C(v) cr G. Then G' (endowed with the relative weak-* topology from S) is isomorphic with G. It follows that if G is a group with Haar measure p, then p is a zero for G'.
Proof. The equivalence of G' and G is well known and easy to verify. The fact that p is a zero for G' follows from Wendel [11, p. 925 ].
Theorem 4. S has q.i. if and only if S has q.i. Proof . Suppose § has q.i., and let e,feE. Then e,feE(S) so by Theorem 3 and the fact that S is a closed subsemigroup of S, there exists g e E with (eff -* g and (Je)" -* g. Thus S has q.i. by Theorem 3. Now suppose S has q.i. and let p,ve E( §), and {F} = E( §) n T(pv). We will show that^"^ p., v. Let A = C(p), B = Civ), and C = C(ST). Since pT =9~ =Fv we have [6, Lemma 2.1] AC = C =CB. Note also tb.at.Tji e E(S) with C(3Tp) = CA and v.Te E(S) with C(v£T)=BC.
It then follows from previous results that CM, A, B, C, and BC are groups with Haar measures!Tp,p,v,2r and vST respectively. Now let e,f, and g respectively be the units of A, C, and B. Then efe AC = C, and since S has q.i. it follows that iefy-*f and that f^e. Similarly f^g, so ef-f=fe and gf=f~fg. 
i.e., Tp=9~e=T.
Similarly v&~ = gy=9~. Thus 5" ^ p and y ^ v and by Theorem 3, 5 has q.i. The proof is complete.
We now consider some relations between the ^-class structures of S and of S.
Lemma 2. Let (¡>e § be a regular element. Then C(<t>) is contained in a single regular ¡¡¡-class D of S. If further !J~ is any inverse of (b, then carrier 3~ cD, and each element a of C(<p) has an inverse a' in carrier 3~. For any such a', C((f>)a' is a minimal left ideal of the compact simple semigroup C(4>3~), and a'C(4>) is a minimal right ideal of the compact simple semigroup C(5~d)).
Proof. Let F be an inverse of </>, so that <j> = (b^cb and 9~ = $~4>y. We show first that each element of C(<j>) has an inverse in C(T). If a = §9~, then a2=a so C(a) is a compact simple semigroup of S. Let a e C(qS) = C(4>S<p) = C(z)C(<p) = C(<p)C(3r)C((i)). Then a = pdq with peC(<¡>), deC(ST), and q e C(d>). Since pd e C(a), a compact simple semigroup, there exist unique idempotents e and / in C(a) with pd e eC(a)e and qd efC(a)f and the latter are maximal groups of C(a). Since a = pdq, ad = pdqde pdC(ot) and hence adC(a)<=pdC(a)2 = pdC(a). Since these are minimal right ideals of C(a) we conclude that ad C(a) = pd C(a). Then eC(a) = pd C(a) = ad C(a) and similarly C(a)f=C(a)qd = C(ix)ad, so that ad e C(a) •/ n e C(a). a maximal group of C(ot) with unit g. Since C(oi)f = C(oc) • g and eC(a) = a C(a) and a = pdq, it follows that ga = g. Let (ad)' denote the inverse of ad in the group gC(a)g. has an inverse a e C(4>) it is clear also that C(^) c D.
To complete the lemma, let aeC((p) and let a' be an inverse of a in C(3~). Let a = </>5" and /J = ^"^ ; both a, ße E(S) so C(a) and C(ß) are compact simple semigroups. Further, C(<j>)a ' c C(d>) C($~) = C(<x), and iix = pq with peC(4>), qeC(F) then xC(<j>)a' c C(<p2r<p)a' = C(<p)a'. Hence C((p)a' is a left ideal of C(a). But C(«p)a' = C(<t>)a'aa' a C(a)aa' and aa'eC(a) imply that C(0)a' = C(a)aa' by minimality. Similarly a'C((b) is a minimal right ideal of C(ß), and the proof is complete.
If S (or equivalently S) has q.i., we denote by a' and cp" respectively the (unique by Theorems 2,3,4) inverses of the regular elements aeS and (beS. Also if A c S and B <= S each consist of regular elements, A' and P' respectively denote the set of inverses of the elements of A and B. We define carrier B, where B c § to be the closure in S of U [£(<£): <£e#] ar>d use the notation C(P). and let/be the unit of C(ß). By Lemma 3, C(a) = C(d>)C((f>y and C(ß) = C(d>)' ■C(4>). Now let xeC(d>); then xx'e£nC(a) and x'xeE r^C(ß), so xeC(d>) implies xx' = e and x'x =/. Thus xMe and x^Cf, i.e., xeRe nLf = H and H is an Jf -class of S. Hence C(<p) <= H and since H is closed it follows that C(r) <= H.
(2) implies (1). Let p2 = peS; we will show that C(p) is a group. Since p is regular, r = Hu is a regular<?f-class [9, p. (3) implies (1). Let p and v be two idempotents with the same carrier. We will show that p = v. By (3), pJf v; but Jf-equivalent idempotents must be equal [9, p. 275], so p = v.
The final result of this section gives, for q.i. semigroups, a structure theorem for regularJf-classes of Ë. Theorem 6. These are equivalent.
(1) S has q.i.
(2) 7/r is a regularJf-class in S and ot,ßeE(S) with otâttb and (bä'ßfor all 4>eT, then there exist compact groups G, H cz S such that a is Haar measure on a compact normal subgroup of G, ß is Haar measure on a compact normal subgroup of H, and T = G<b = <pH for each <peT.
Proof. (1) implies (2). Let T, a., and ß be as in (2) . By [9, Theorem 3], we have that T = H+ = H^ = Ha-<l> and F = H¿ = H" = <¡>Ht. Since Hx and Hß are compact groups in S, the Glicksberg structure theorem gives compact groups G and H contained in S and idempotents p and v with p = Haar measure on a compact subgroup of G, v = Haar measure on a compact subgroup of H, and Hx = pG = Gp and Hfl=vH = Hv. It is easy to verify, using the invariance of /i and v that a = p and ß = v; i.e., T = (Ga)</> = G(a$) = G</> and T = 0(j9JF/) = (<pß)H = <pH for each <b e T. Thus (2) holds.
(2) implies (1). Let ueE(S); then T = #" is a regularJf-class of S with 0^/i and §S£\ifor each ^eT. Take a = ¿t = ßin (2) and we see that /i is Haar measure on some group ; in particular, C(u) is a group. By Theorem 1, the proof is complete.
4. Involutions on semigroups. We again restrict our attention to compact topological semigroups S. If T is a subsemigroup of S, a mapping + : T -> T is called an involution on T provided a, b e Timplies (a+)+ = a and (ab)+ = b+a+. Certain additional restrictions which may be placed on + are :
(A) + is continuous.
(B) e2 = e implies e+ = e.
(C) G a compact group, G <= T implies G+ cz G. (D) G a compact group, G c T implies + | G coincides with inversion in G.
We observe that any involution + satisfying B, and defined on a semigroup containing £, defines a quasi-involution. Indeed, if one requires only that (ab)+ =b+a+ and e+ = e for all a, beT and ee£, then e,feE implies (e/)+ =/+e+ =feefSe, and e+ =e so + is a quasi-involution. Thus, involutions satisfying (B) defined on a semigroup containing £ are of particular interest. One other type of involution is of primary interest here, namely one which is defined on all regular elements of S.
We first prove several lemmas needed in the sequel. If T c S is a semigroup, then Tis an inverse semigroup if each element of Thas a unique inverse in T. It is known (e.g., see [9, p. 273 Proof. Let a be a regular element, and D the íF-class containg a. Assume first that + satisfies B. By [9, Lemma 3] , there exist e,feE r\D such that/£P" and e e LB, hence Se = Sa and fS = aS. In particular a = ae and e = xa for some xeS. But (xf)a = x(fa) = xa = e and xfS = x(fS) = x(aS) = xaS = eS; in particular, xf Sie, xfeD, and we may assume that xa = e with xeDaT. Hence a+ = (ae)+ = e+a+ = ea+ and similarly e = e+ = (xa)+ = a+x+. From these equalities we obtain a+S =ea+S a eS = a+x+S a a+S. Thus a + S = eS and a+ ale. In a similar way we see that a +^Cf, so a+ eRe n Lf. Now S has a quasi-involution, so a has a unique inverse a' eRe nLf and hence a+Jfa'. Now let xeHe, where e2 = e; then x+ and x' belong to He, since He contains an in-H. S. COLLINS AND R. J. KOCH [October verse of x. Hence xeHe implies x+ eHe, so H* cz He. Conversely if H* cz He, then ee = e implies e+e+ =e+eHe, and the idempotent e+ must then be e. Finally, if an ¿f-class H is a group, then the idempotent of H is self involutory. Conversely if a regular ^f-class H contains an element x with x+ = x, then x and x' are in H, so H is a group [9, Corollary 4]. Theorem 7. Let T be the', closed semigroup of S generated by the maximal groups of S. The following are equivalent: (1) S has q.i. and the product of any two idempotents is regular, (2) £ is commutative, (3) T is an inverse semigroup.
Proof. (1) implies (2) . We show that £2 cz £. It will then follow that if e,fe E, then fe is an inverse of ef and hence fe = ef. Fix e,fe E. By (1), ef is regular so there exists aeS such that efaef = ef and aefa = a. Then (multiplying the last equation on the left by /), fa(ef)fa = faefa = fa. Also, ef(fa)ef = efaef = ef, i.e., fa is an inverse of ef. By the uniqueness of inverses in S, fa = a. Similarly a = ae, so fa = a = ae. But then a2 = (ae)(fa) = aefa = a, i.e., a eE. Hence a = a =ef; i.e., efeE.
(2) implies (3). It suffices to show that each element of T has an inverse in T. Let e,fe E, peHe and q e Hf, and denote by p ~1 and q ~1 the respective inverses of p and q in He and Hf. Then pq(q~1p~1)pq = pfeq = pefq = pq and q~1p~1 (pq)q~1p~1 = ?_1e/p_1 = q_1fep~l = q~lp~l, i.e., q~lp_1 is an inverse of pq, with q~l p~l eT. It follows that each element of the semigroup generated by the maximal groups of S has an inverse in T. Using the compactness of S, this property easily extends to the closure. (3) implies (1) . From the theorem quoted prior to Lemma 4, the idempotents of T commute. Since £ cz T, E is commutative, and the proof is complete (since (2) easily implies (1)).
We say that the convergence theorem holds in 5 if the following are equivalent for veS: (1) {vn} converges, (2) (1) S is a group, (2) S is an inverse semigroup and there exists a regular element of S whose carrier is S, (3) S is an inverse semigroup, the convergence theorem holds in S, and there exists d>e S with C((f>) -S, (4) S has q.i., the convergence theorem holds in S and there is a regular element of S whose carrier is S.
Proof. (1) implies (2) . This is clear, using Haar measure on S as the regular element. To see (2) (4) implies (1) . By Lemma 2, if <j> is regular with C(<j>) = S, then each element of S is regular, so by q.i., S is an inverse semigroup. Now, as in (3) implies (4), S = C(4>) a C(u) where u2 = p. Hence S is simple, S is a group, and the proof is complete. If now u,vef, then uve Thy Lemma 1, and (uv)*(f) = ¡Tf(x+) (duv)(x). Let /be a fixed continuous extension to S of the function /+ : T-> complexes defined by/+(0 =/(i+). Then
But the latter is, by Fubini's theorem, JV $Tf(y+x+)dv(y)du(x), and this is (v*¿¿*)(/); i.e., Guv)* = v*u*, so * is an involution on T. To show * is continuous on f, let {pix} be a net in f, and let uef with ux -» pt. Then <p* = <b, so G = C(<p) = C((b*) = C((p)+ = G+, and + satisfies (C).
To complete the proof, suppose * satisfies (B), and let T be a compact subgroup of S. Since * is a quasi-involution on S, there exists a compact group G cz S with T = pG = Gp, where p2 = peT. But then, if (beT, there exists xeG with <p = px, so <p* = (px)* = x*p* =x*p. Now x*(/) = ff(t+)dx(t) = /(x+) =x+(/), so x*=x+. Hence x+eG (since * satisfies (B) implies + satisfies (C)). Thus d>* = x*p = x+p eGp =T, and T* cz r. The proof is complete.
Theorem 10. Let + be a continuous involution on a compact semigroup Tcontaining the regular elements of S, and let * be the involution on f defined in Theorem 9. Then + satisfies (D) if and only if* satisfies (D); in either case both * and + satisfy (B) and (C) as well. Further, if either + or * satisfies (D) and a and <b are regular elements (of S and S, respectively) then aa + , a + a, (b<f>*, and d>*<b are self-involutory elements of order two, and <p' = <b*(b(j)*, a' = a+aa+, (a+)'=(a')+, and (</>*)' =(cb')*.
Proof. It is clear that (D) implies (C), and hence (B), for any involution. Now suppose + satisfies (D) and let T be a compact subgroup of S. As before, r = pG = Gp, where p2 = peT. If <b -pxeT, then (p* = x+p = x~ 1p, where x_1 denotes the inverse of x in the group G. But then (b(p* = pxx~lp = pep =p2 = p, since pe = p (p being right invariant on a subgroup of G containing the unit eof G). Similarly, (b*(p = x~1 ppx =x~1 px=px~1 x=pe=p, since pcommutes with each element of G. Thus i>* is the inverse of d> in T, and * satisfies (D). Conversely, suppose * satisfies (D), and let G be a compact group in S. Then G is also a compact group in §, so x e G implies x+ = x* = x ~l; i.e., + satisfies (D). Now suppose either + or * satisfies (D), and let a be a regular element in S. It is clear that aa+ and a+a are self-involutory elements of S. Now by Lemma 4, a+ and a' are in the same Jif-class of S, and it follows from Theorem 3 of [9] that aa+ and e = aa' are in the same J4?-class; similarly for a + a and / = a'a. However, He and Hf are groups [9, Corollary 2], and aa+ and a+a are self involutory elements thereof. It follows that aa+ =iaa+)+ =iaa+)~l (inverse in He) and a+a -ia+a)+ =(a + a)~i (inverse in Hf). Hence (aa+)2 = e and (a + a)2 = f. From this we have a(a + aa+)a = a, and (a+aa+)a(a+aa+) = a + (aa + aa + a)a+ =a + aa + , i.e., a'=a + aa + . But then (a')+ = (a + aa+)+ = aa+a ; we complete the proof by showing that aa+a is the inverse of a+. Note that a+(aa+a)a+ = a+(aa+aa+) = a+e = a + , and (aa + a)a+ (aa+a) = a(a + aa+a) a+a = afa+a = (af)a+a = aa+a, and the proof is complete.
We note that by a similar argument it can be shown that any regular self involutory element is of order two.
